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Pre-invention intellectual property assignment agreements are written docu-
ments formalizing an agreement between two parties regarding the future transfer 
of ownership rights to certain intellectual property (i.e., patents, copyrights, trade-
marks, trade secrets, or other intangible creations) from the owner of the rights 
(i.e., the inventor) to another person or company.1 As such, pre-invention intel-
lectual property assignment agreements are routinely viewed as contracts.2  Legally 
speaking, to be valid and enforceable, a contract must have both consideration to 
ensure mutuality of obligation, and sufficient definitiveness to provide a basis for 
determining the existence of a breach and for giving an appropriate remedy.3  Con-
tracts lacking these elements can and have been voided.4

Intellectual property assignment agreements are regularly litigated because only 
the owner of intellectual property can assert his rights against accused infringers, 
and all owners are required to consent to the lawsuit in order for it to continue.5  
Prominent examples include the Supreme Court’s decision in Board of Trustees of 
Leland Stanford Junior University. v. Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., in which the 
Court carefully analyzed the language used in two intellectual property assign-
ments, distinguishing between an agreement to assign intellectual property in the 
future versus a present assignment of intellectual property for work made in the 
future.6  What is interesting about previous Federal Circuit and Supreme Court 
cases involving intellectual property assignment agreements is that these cases often 
focus on the construction of the terms in the agreement, and not on the validity of 
the intellectual property assignment contract.7  Recently, the validity of intellectual 
property assignment contracts was addressed by the Federal Circuit in Preston v. 
Marathon Oil Company.8  While the decision attempted to resolve the narrow issue 
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View from the Chair 

One of the primary benefits I enjoy as a member of the 
Intellectual Property Law Section is the chance to network 
with IP professionals from across the state.  Our Section 
comprises more than 1000 members throughout Michigan 
(and a few beyond) with a diverse range of practices, 
including large firms, IP boutiques, solo practitioners, in-
house attorneys, academia and government attorneys.  Our 
annual Spring Seminar and Summer Institute provide 
tremendous opportunities not only to keep up with ever-
changing aspects of IP practice, but also to allow our 
membership the occasion to reconnect with long-time 
friends and meet new colleagues.  Our 2014 programs will 
be no exception. The Spring Seminar will be on March 24, 
2014 at the Kellogg Center on the campus of Michigan 
State University.  In addition to updates from the PTO 
and presentations on patent and trademark developments, 
there will be a wide range of IP programs including patent 
enforcement at the ITC, attacking counterfeit trademarks, 
managing IP development in the workplace, and recent 
trends in licensing.  By popular demand, we are also 
bringing back a law student program focused on exploring 
IP careers, as well as providing reserved seating during the 
lunch program to allow students meet other members of 

the Section.  The Summer Institute will similarly provide 
tremendous opportunities to network with fellow Section 
members.  Our 40th Summer Institute will be at the Grand 
Hotel on Mackinac Island on July 17-19, 2014.  Further 
announcements about the Institute will be sent soon. 

In addition to our regular annual programs, the Council 
is undertaking multiple efforts to enhance the value of 
our membership.  Among other activities, Gene Rath and 
Kendra Mattison are exploring social media opportunities 
for the Section; Dave Berry is leading efforts to develop 
pro bono programs; and Karl Ondersma is leading our 
efforts to develop a survey to ensure that our programming 
meets the needs of the Section and to find opportunities 
for improvement.  Underscoring all of these efforts is the 
principle of bringing our membership together to promote 
IP through a more interconnected bar.  Please let me or any 
of our Council members know if you would like to assist 
with any of these endeavors or have other suggestions.  We 
look forward to meeting with you throughout 2014!

 Adam B. Strauss
 Chair, Intellectual Property Section
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of sufficient consideration to support an agreement to assign 
intellectual property, it failed to provide uniform guidance on 
the issue, leaving the issue up to each state’s interpretation.

Preston v. Marathon Oil Company
In Preston v. Marathon Oil Company, the Federal Circuit 

recently sought to clarify whether or not pre-invention 
intellectual property assignment agreements were unen-
forceable due to a lack of consideration.9  Yale Preston 
began working for Marathon in March 2001.  On April 5, 
2001 Preston signed an Employee Agreement that required 
him to assign any inventions or discoveries to Marathon 
that were (1) related to the present or reasonably anticipated 
business of Marathon, or (2) were made or created with the 
use of confidential information or equipment, supplies or 
facilities of Marathon.10  The agreement indicated that any 
intellectual property made or conceived by Preston within 
one year after termination of employment with Marathon 
would be presumed to have been made or conceived during 
his employment, and thus assigned to Marathon.11  On 
these intellectual property assignment documents, Preston 
was able to identify any previous “unpatented inventions 
and unpublished writings” as his own intellectual property. 
Preston wrote “CH4 resonating manifold” in the space 
provided.12 

The disputed technology concerned a system for extract-
ing methane gas from water-saturated coal in a coal bed 
methane gas well. While the parties disagreed on whether 
or not Preston conceived of the invention prior to employ-
ment with Marathon, there was no dispute that Preston 
never physically constructed the system before joining 
Marathon.13

In 2003, Marathon installed the extraction systems in 
wells.  Soon after, Preston left Marathon and applied for 
a patent claiming the system, which subsequently issued 
as U.S. Patent 6,959,764 (‘764) in November 2005.14  In 
2004 Marathon also filed its own patent application on the 
system, which after a few rounds of prosecution with the 
Patent Office, ultimately issued as U.S. Patent 7,207,385 
(‘385) in April 2007.15  Marathon filed suit in March 2007 
alleging Preston breached his employment contract by 
refusing to assign the ‘764 patent to Marathon. Preston 
counterclaimed with patent infringement and argued that 
the employment contract was unenforceable for lack of 
consideration. The district court ruled that Preston was the 
sole inventor of the ‘385 patent but he was required to as-
sign his interests in both patents to Marathon pursuant to 
his employment agreement.16  Preston appealed the ruling 

to the Federal Circuit, which took up the issue to clarify 
whether continued employment was sufficient consideration 
to enforce the assignment agreement.  

While analyzing the case, the Federal Circuit certified a 
question to the Wyoming Supreme Court, inquiring whether 
under Wyoming law (the state in which the contract was 
made) continuing employment of an existing at-will employ-
ee constitutes sufficient consideration to support the intellec-
tual property assignment agreement.17 

To answer the question, the Wyoming Supreme Court 
looked for precedent in non-competition covenants because 
intellectual property assignment agreements are routinely 
treated with similar scrutiny as non-compete covenants.18 
The Wyoming Supreme Court noted that even though 
continued employment is insufficient consideration to sup-
port a non-compete agreement under Wyoming state law, 
it is sufficient consideration for a pre-invention intellectual 
property assignment agreement.19 The court explained 
that there exists “a fundamental difference between non-
compete agreements and intellectual property assignment 
agreements,” and public policy favors additional compensa-
tion in the non-compete agreement because of the “sanctity 
of the right to earn a living.”20  

Noting that the Wyoming Supreme Court had found that 
Marathon did not have to supply any consideration beyond 
continued employment to Preston to support the intel-
lectual property assignment agreement, the Federal Circuit 
found the agreements was enforceable.  

Issues remaining after Preston
While the Federal Circuit may have sought to provide 

uniform federal level guidance on the narrow question of 
whether continued employment constitutes sufficient consid-
eration, the decision fails to accomplish this goal. Since the 
Federal Circuit rendered its decision based on Wyoming state 
law, this decision may not be capable of being uniformly 
applied.21 Rather, the Preston decision teaches that determina-
tion of sufficient consideration for an intellectual property as-
signment agreement is to be resolved at the state level which 
can result in inconsistencies across state lines.

Some States Will Agree with Wyoming 
Some, but not all, states will agree with the public policy 

concerns articulated in the Wyoming decision. For example, 
the Utah legislature has already passed a statute indicating 
“continuation of … employment is sufficient consideration 

Continued Employment...
Continued from page 1
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to support the enforceability of an [intellectual property as-
signment] agreement” suggesting the Utah Supreme Court 
would likely hold continued employment is sufficient consid-
eration for an intellectual property assignment agreement.22   

Nevada is also likely to agree with Wyoming, given the 
fact that in 2001 the Nevada Legislature passed a law stat-
ing that, “[e]xcept as otherwise provided by express written 
agreement, an employer is the sole owner of any patentable 
invention or trade secret developed by his employee dur-
ing the course of employment that relates directly to work 
performed during the course of the employment.”23  As one 
commentator notes, “Nevada has become the only state that 
allows ownership of patentable inventions to be transferred 
from one party to another in the complete absence of an as-
signment agreement, and without any form of actual notice 
to the transferor.”24  Thus, the issue of whether or not contin-
ued employment is sufficient consideration for the transfer 
of intellectual property rights seems moot given the Nevada 
statute.  

While Utah and Nevada may agree with the Wyoming 
Supreme Court on the issue of sufficient consideration to 
enforce pre-invention intellectual property assignments, 
other courts will likely disagree with the Wyoming Supreme 
Court’s holding.

Other States Will Conclude Continued Employment is 
Insufficient Consideration

As the Wyoming Supreme Court noted, there is a “split 
of authority on the question of whether additional consider-
ation is required to support a post-employment assignment 
of intellectual property.”25 Some states, including Colorado 
and Pennsylvania, have previously addressed the same issue 
and have determined that continued employment is not 
sufficient  consideration to uphold an intellectual property 
assignment agreement.26

For example, in Hewett v. Samsonite Corp., Oscar Hewett 
was employed by Samsonite as a foreman in their model 
shop in which prototypes were manufactured.27 Although 
Hewett was not hired to invent, Hewett invented three 
products during the course of his employment. Samsonite 
required Hewett to assign his intellectual property rights 
to the company.  Hewett argued the intellectual property 
rights assignment was not enforceable because no separate 
consideration was given by Samsonite in exchange for the 
assignment. Samsonite argued continued employment was 
“sufficient consideration.”28 The Colorado Court of Appeals 
agreed with Hewett and held continued employment was not 
sufficient consideration for the intellectual property rights 

assignment, rendering it unenforceable.29 Hewett, therefore, 
retained ownership of his inventions, subject to Samsonite’s 
shop rights.30-31

In Harsco Corp. v. Zlotnicki, Lucjan Zlotnicki was em-
ployed by Harsco as a staff engineer. Zlotnicki, whose work 
duties included inventing, conceived a new invention and 
Harsco required Zlotnicki to assign his intellectual property 
rights to Harsco.32 The Third Circuit applied Pennsylvania 
law and upheld the assignment, but the court interpreted the 
assignment agreement as containing a promise by Harsco to 
employ Zlotnicki for a reasonable time.33 That case, there-
fore, “arguably stands for the proposition that additional con-
sideration beyond continued at-will employment is required 
to support an assignment of patent rights to the employer.”34  
States following the precedent set by cases like Harsco and 
Hewett, will likely disagree with the Wyoming Supreme 
Court’s decision.  Instead of mending a split in authority on 
the narrow issue of sufficient consideration for intellectual 
property assignment agreements, the Federal Circuit in Pres-
ton left employers and employees without guidance, having 
to predict which states will or will not enforce such contracts.    

Conclusion
In hearing Preston, the Federal Circuit was presented with 

the opportunity to provide uniform guidance on the issue of 
whether or not continued employment constituted sufficient 
consideration to enforce a pre-invention intellectual property 
assignment agreement. Although state law generally governs 
the interpretation of contracts,35 the Federal Circuit has 
previously determined that some questions related to the en-
forcement of pre-invention intellectual property assignment 
agreements are so “intimately bound up with the question of 
standing in patent cases” that the Federal Circuit has treated 
them as a matter of federal law instead.36 Given the split 
decisions at the state level on the issue of whether continued 
employment constitutes sufficient consideration to enforce 
a pre-invention intellectual property assignment agreement, 
the Federal Circuit could have treated this issue as a matter 
of federal law, finding the validity of intellectual property 
assignment agreements is also “intimately bound” with the 
question of standing in patent cases, rather than allowing 
each state court to decide the issue for themselves.

However, the Federal Circuit failed to classify the ques-
tion as a matter of federal law. Instead, the Preston decision 
instructs employers and attorneys to look to state contract 
law when drafting enforceable intellectual property assign-
ment agreements.  While public policy in Wyoming con-
siders continued employment sufficient consideration to 

Continued Employment ...
Continued from page 3
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support pre-invention intellectual property assignment agree-
ments, each state is able, and likely will, make its own de-
termination on the matter.  Rather than providing uniform 
federal guidance on the issue, the Federal Circuit has allowed 
for each state to weigh in on the issue, further confounding 
the issue. 
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Cases Filed:11/30/12–11/30/13

District W.D. E.D.
820 - Copyright 47 139
830 - Patent 18 80
840 - Trademark 22 62
Total 87 281

Cases Closed:11/30/12–11/30/13

District W.D. E.D.
820 - Copyright 50 114
830 - Patent 18 40
840 - Trademark 25 83
Total 93 237

Eastern and Western Districts Report Jump In IP Case Filings 
in 2013

IP Caseload in the Michigan Districts November 30, 2012 through November 30, 2013

The United States District Courts for the Eastern and Western Districts of Michigan kindly provided the IPLS Proceedings 
with data regarding intellectual property cases handled by the Courts between November 30, 2012 and November 30, 2013. 
Filings of both patent and copyright cases showed an increase over the prior year. It is important to note that although the 
copyright filings showed the greatest increase, a significant number of those cases in both districts were Malibu Media v. Doe 
cases, alleging illegal downloading of video files using BitTorrent. 

The Section would like to thank the U.S. District Judge Robert J. Jonker, and his Judicial Assistant Yvonne Carpenter, for 
providing the Western District data. We also thank Stephanie Miszkowski, Administrative Assistant to the Clerk of the Eastern 
District, for providing data from that Court.

The Section also thanks Mark Strek, Esq., for his assistance in compiling and analyzing this data. Mr. Strek is admitted to 
practice in Michigan and is currently a student in the Cooley Law School Graduate Program in Intellectual Property Law. He 
was formerly an extern to U.S. District Judge George Caram Steeh in the Eastern District.
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E.D. & W.D. of Michigan Case Trends 9/30/2006 through 11/302013

Cases Filed

Cases Closed

Total IP Cases

The above graphs show the case trends of Michigan District Courts for the past seven years. Data for 2007 to 2012 retrieved 
from: http://www.uscourts.gov/Statistics/JudicialBusiness/archive.aspx. Data for 2013 from sources indicated on previous page. 
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The Louboutin Opinion

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit concluded that a single color can be a legally pro-
tected trademark, even in a high-fashion (artistic) context. 
The question presented, but not adequately addressed, was 
whether or not a single color, as a significant element of the 
fashion item’s design, is “functional” such that its exclusive 
use would be contradictive to trademark law’s intended 
protection.

Shoe designer, Christian Louboutin, has since 1992, 
painted the “outsoles” of his high-heeled shoes using a red-
lacquered paint. Purporting the same to now be his trade-
mark, Louboutin obtained a federal trademark registration 
in 2008. The mark purports to extend protection to the red 
sole’s contrasted color schem,e which has admittedly become 
highly recognizable in the fashion industry. When Loubou-
tin discovered that Yves Saint Laurent (YSL), was produc-
ing monochromatic shoes bearing a red sole, he sought 
protection for their mark. Christian Louboutin S.A. v. Yves 
Saint Laurent America, Inc., Case No. 11 Civ. 2381(VM)
(S.D.N.Y.). The district court adopted a per se rule concern-
ing individual/single colors as trademarks. They could not 
validly serve as trademarks in inherently artistic fields like 
fashion. Christian Louboutin S.A. v. Yves Saint Laurent Am., 
Inc., 778 F. Supp.2d 445, 457 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) aff’d in part, 
rev’d in part, 696 F.3d 206 (2d Cir. 2012) 

On appeal, the Second Circuit found that the district 
court had gone too far with its per se rule and ultimately 
concluded that trademark law protects Louboutin’s red soles. 
Christian Louboutin S.A. v. Yves Saint Laurent Am. Holdings, 
Inc., 696 F.3d 206 (2d Cir. 2012).The appeals court relied on 
the Supreme Court opinion in Qualitex Co. v. Jacobsen Prod-
ucts, which noted that “color alone, at least sometimes, can 
meet the basic legal requirements for use as a trademark” 514 
U.S. 159, 166 (1995). While the court found that Louboutin’s 
red soles had acquired sufficient secondary meaning identify-
ing and distinguishing Louboutin’s brand, unlike the district 

court, it did not find the red soles, as a design element of the 
famous shoe, to be aesthetically functional.

Discussion
Trademarks Generally

Trademark law’s purpose is to prevent public deceit as to 
the origin of their purchases, and allow the producer a right 
to enjoy the business of their trade name and reputation. 
Fabrication Enters., Inc. v. Hygenic Corp., 64 F.3d 53, 57 (2d 
Cir.1995).

[T]rademark law, by preventing others from 
copying a source-identifying mark, reduces the 
customer’s costs of shopping and making pur-
chasing decisions, for it quickly and easily assures 
a potential customer that this item—the item 
with this mark—is made by the same producer 
as other similarly marked items that he or she 
liked (or disliked) in the past. At the same time, 
the law helps assure a producer that it (and not 
an imitating competitor) will reap the financial, 
reputation-related rewards associated with a 
desirable product.

Qualitex, 514 U.S. at 163–64. The owner of a mark is en-
titled to the sole (pun intended) use of their mark. La Socie-
teAnonyme des Parfums le Galion v. Jean Patou, Inc., 495 F.2d 
1265, 1271 (2d Cir.1974). However, trademark law does not 
seek to give the innovator a monopoly over a useful product 
feature. Christian Louboutin, 696 F.3d at 216.

There are two stages in analyzing a trademark claim. First, 
one must e determine if the mark merits trademark protec-
tion. Louis Vuitton Malletier v. Dooney& Bourke, Inc., 454 
F.3d 108, 115 (2d Cir.2006). A trademark merits protection 
if it is “distinctive” and not “generic.” Genesee Brewing Co. v. 
Stroh Brewing Co., 124 F.3d 137, 143 (2d Cir.1997). A mark 
is “inherently” distinctive if the mark serves to identify its 
source. Two Pesos, Inc. v. Taco Cabana, Inc., 505 U.S. 763, 
768 (1992). If a mark is not inherently distinctive, then it 

Sole Purpose – Single Color as a Protectable Trademark 
in the Fashion World

By Jordan Zuppke

Jordan Zuppke received his Juris Doctor degree from Thomas M. Cooley Law School in January 2014. He is a student in Cooley’s Joint 
J.D./LL.M. Program in Intellectual Property Law. This paper won the Third Place award in the 2013 Michigan Innovation and IP 

Legal Writing Competition. 
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can “acquire” the distinctiveness via “secondary meaning” in 
the public’s eyes. Inwood Labs., Inc. v. Ives Labs., Inc., 456 
U.S. 844, 851 n.11 (1982). A valid and protectable trade-
mark must therefore be “distinctive.” Louis Vuitton Malle-
tier,454 F.3d at 115

Second, if a mark holder wishes to enforce his mark 
against another mark that is likely to cause consumer confu-
sion, then the competitor may nonetheless prevail if it can 
be shown that the asserted mark is functional. Stormy Clime 
Ltd. v. ProGroup, Inc., 809 F.2d 971, 974 (2d Cir. 1987). 
Functionality can be established by “traditional/utilitarian” 
functionality or “aesthetic” functionality. New Colt Holding 
Corp. v. RJG Holdings of Fla., Inc., 312 F. Supp.2d 195, 212 
(D. Conn. 2004); Wallace International Silversmiths, Inc. v. 
Godinger Silver Art Co., 916 F.2d 76 (2d Cir. 1990).

Single-Color Use as a Design Element of Fashion Always and 
Inevitably Leads to Aesthetic Functionality

Trademark law, unlike patent law, seeks to identify a 
product’s source rather than granting a monopoly on a 
product’s functional aspects. Therefore, when a product is 
deemed “functional,” either based on its “traditional/utilitar-
ian” or “aesthetic” functional qualities, then the trademark 
may not be enforced because that type of product protection 
is reserved for patents. Christian Louboutin, 696 F.3d at 219.

To establish that a product is traditionally functional, the 
alleged trademark is either “essential to the use or purpose 
of the article” or it “affects the cost or quality of the article.” 
Inwood Labs.,456 U.S. at 850 n.10. For that reason, func-
tionality defeats trademark protection despite ample evidence 
of the feature’s source identifying distinctiveness

Similarly “aesthetic” functionality is determined if the 
product’s feature “would put competitors at a significant 
non-reputation-related disadvantage” regardless of its affects 
“on the use or purpose of the product or its cost or quality.” 
Christian Louboutin S.A.., 696 F.3d at 220. Essentially, the 
doctrine exists because aesthetic features of a product are 
often the very thing that makes the product desirable, quite 
often desirable for that feature alone.

As a result, in the fashion industry, at least with respect 
to the color of the product, it is difficult if not impossible to 

see how color -- a key fea-
ture of the product itself 
-- could not be a feature 
that gives the product 
its desirability despite 
its acquired distinctive-
ness. Trademark law 
should, therefore, not 
extend so far as to allow 
monopolization of the 
feature, notwithstanding 

the perception of the public that the feature is understood to 
be a feature originating from a single source, i.e., secondary 
meaning.

It is hard to argue that color red, in a fashion context, would 
not be aesthetically functional as was found by the district 
court. Fashion depends on creativity and commerce, but its 
essence lies within the creative realm. Therefore, as a piece of 
creativity, the choice of color is a fundamental application to 
engage or even disengage, but its use is for a purpose and there-
fore exclusive appropriation of the color will violate the tradi-
tional functionality doctrine. According to the district court:

creative means … share a dependence on color 
as an indispensable medium. Color constitutes a 
critical attribute of the goods each form designs. 
Alone, in combinations, in harmonious or even 
incongruous blends, in varying patterns and 
shapes, the whole spectrum of light serves as a 
primal ingredient without which neither painting 
nor fashion design as expressive and ornamental 
art would flourish. For color depicts elemental 
properties. As it projects expression of the artist’s 
mental world, it captures the mutability, the fan-
cy, the moods of the visual world, in both spheres 
working as a means to execute singular concepts 
born of imagination for which not just any other 
shade will do. Hence, color in this context plays a 
unique role. It is a feature purposely given to an 
article of art or design to depict the idea as the cre-
ator conceived it, and to evoke an effect intended. 
In ornamenting, it draws attention to itself, and 
to the object for which its tone forms a distinct 
expressive feature. From these perspectives, color 
in turn elementally performs a creative function; 
it aims to please or be useful, not to identify and 
advertise a commercial source.

Christian Louboutin S.A. v. Yves St. Laurent Am., Inc., 
778 F. Supp.2d 445, 452 (S.D.N.Y. 2011). 

Therefore, it is the nature of the fashion industry that 
limits a singular color’s protection because color is a wholly 
functional choice in and of itself. As the district court noted 
with respect to the non trademark function of the red soles, 
Louboutin himself acknowledged that in his creative efforts he 
“chose the color to give his shoe styles ‘energy’ and because it is 
‘engaging’ …that red is ‘sexy’ and ‘attracts men to the women 
who wear my shoes.’” Id at 447. Although the district court 
gave credence to the fact that the red sole is an identifiable 
source of the shoes’ origin, it made a convincing argument as 
to why it inevitably must fail the functionality test.

“The functionality doctrine ... forbids the use of a 
product’s feature as a trademark where doing so will put a 
competitor at a significant disadvantage because the feature 
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is ‘essential to the use or purpose of the article’ or ‘affects 
[its] cost or quality.’ ” Qualitex Co, 514 U.S. at 169. In the 
fashion context, this limitation means that where colors 
change seasonally, monopolization of a single color would 
prevent other worthy applicants from responding to market 
demands. The monopolization of a color is a direct threat on 
an industry built around colors. 

This case differs from the Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Products 
Co., because of the industry context. Qualitex used a color to 
set their press pads apart from other manufacturers. Unlike 
fashion, the dry cleaning and laundry industry does not so 
intimately depend on color. Colorful press pads are irrelevant 
to product function, or in trademark terms, more likely to 

have been arbitrarily chosen ultimately allowing color to 
serve as an exclusive source identifier. Ultimately, the choice 
of color in the fashion industry is anything but arbitrary and 
far too functional to give rise to trademark protection.  In 
order to maintain trademark law’s intended protections while 
at the same time retain the fashion industry’s ability to use 
colors freely, trademark jurisprudence should reconsider the 
matter adopt a per se rule denying trademark protection to 
a single color features of products in artistic realms, such as 
fashion. Perhaps more than most industries, fashion is depen-
dant on colors. A per se rule preventing monopolization of 
color would protect that essential characteristic. 

Sole Purpose ...
Continued from page 9

LEARN MORE!
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The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”), signed 
into law by President Obama in September 2011, directed 
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office to “work with and 
support intellectual property law associations across the 
country in the establishment of pro bono programs designed 
to assist financially under-resourced independent inventors 
and small businesses.” To that end, the USPTO has worked 
closely with several IP organizations to create a framework 
for implementing a national network of regional patent pro 
bono organizations.

Under USPTO guidance, an initial pilot pro bono project 
was developed in Minnesota and began serving clients in 
2011. The success of that program led to the launch of pro-
grams in several other states, including California, Virginia/
DC/Maryland, Texas, and Colorado. The Federal Circuit 
Bar Association has created a National Clearinghouse for 
Patent Pro Bono, and serves as a central screening and refer-
ral resource. Information about regional patent pro bono 
programs is made available on the FCBA’s website, including 
information for individuals seeking pro bono assistance.

The USPTO projects that by the end of 2014, as many as 
47 states will have pro bono programs to assist inventors and 
small businesses. In order to better coordinate this effort, an 

AIA Pro Bono Advisory Council was been formed to assist 
existing programs and offer assistance to new programs so 
that they operate under a central framework for pro bono. 
The Advisory Council includes representatives of existing and 
potential regional pro bono programs, national and regional 
IP law associations, law schools with IP programs, and non-
profit.

On October 25, 2013, at the invitation of Chief Judge 
Randall Rader of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit, the State Bar of Michigan Intellectual Property 
Law Section signed the inaugural AIA Pro Bono Advisory 
Council Charter. The signing ceremony was held at the 
Federal Circuit courthouse in Washington. Speakers included 
Chief Judge Rader, former USPTO Director David Kap-
pos, and then-Acting USPTO Director Teresa Stanek Rea. 
IPLS Council Member David C. Berry signed the charter on 
behalf of the IPLS, and became a founding member of the 
Advisory Council.

The IPLS is in the process of forming a steering commit-
tee to further explore a regional patent pro bono program for 
the Michigan region. If you have any questions about that 
effort, or would like to participate as a pro bono panel attor-
ney, please contact Prof. Berry at berryd@cooley.edu. 

IPLS Signs National Patent Pro Bono Advisory Council Charter
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The council of the Intellectual Property Law Section is 
preparing an important online survey of our membership 
and we will need your participation!  In order to provide 
the IPLS with the most appropriate programs and benefits 
we will be soliciting your input regarding our programs to 
assess how we are doing and what we might do in the future.  
Please be on the lookout for the survey and thank you in 
advance for your help! 

Help Improve IPLS 
Programming – 
Complete the Member Survey

Calling All Authors—IPLS Proceedings Seeks Contributors

The IPLS Proceedings features articles that keep section members current on the latest developments in the intellectual property 
field. The editors report that space for contributions still remains in upcoming issues. So if you have an article or essay that 
you would like to share with the section membership, such as a comment on a recent case, statute or rule change, an effective 
practice strategy, or any other relevant topic, please consider submitting your work to the IPLS Proceedings editors at berryd@
cooley.edu

David C. Berry

Tamara Clark

Chad E. Kleinheksel

Submissions Due May 15, 2014

IPLS Announces Michigan Innovation and 
IP Legal Writing Competition

The IPLS is pleased to announce that the Fourth Annual 
Michigan Innovation and IP Legal Writing Competition is 
currently under way. The competition’s goal is to recognize 
outstanding original works of legal scholarship in the fields 
of intellectual property and innovation law. The competition 
is open to all to J.D. degree students enrolled at any ABA-
accredited Michigan law school during the period  May 1, 
2013 - May 1, 2014. law students in Michigan.

Adam Strauss, the IPLS chair, announced the competi-
tion. “The Intellectual Property Law Section sponsors the 
writing competition to encourage future IP lawyers to 
explore important issues relating to intellectual property in 
greater depth. We hope to encourage law students through-

out the state to engage in legal scholarship in intellectual 
property and related areas of the law, such as patent, trade-
mark, copyright, social media, emerging technologies, and 
privacy law.”

Cash prizes being awarded in the competition include: 
first place, $500; second place, $300 and third place $200. 
In addition, each of the top three students will have their 
work published in the IPLS Proceedings and receive a 
complimentary registration for an upcoming IPLS seminar 
or symposium. Individuals interested in enrolling in the 
competition must submit entries by May 15, 2014. The 
official entry form and rules are available at www.michbar.
org/ip/calendar.cfm. 

http://www.michbar.org/ip/calendar.cfm

